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Session Description

Drawing on the Greek concept of kairos—or “the right words at the right 
time”—the session offers strategies and frameworks for preparing students 
for the novel literacy demands of the postsecondary world by helping them 
make the most of their available resources and opportunities.



Key Question

What skills, knowledge, and dispositions help us to navigate 
and lead change?



Chronos & Kairos



Kairos

• The immediate social situation in which rhetorical acts take place


• The opportune moment


• The right words at the right time


• What is fitting for the occasion



Developing Situational Awareness

Rhetoricians Sharon Crowley and Debra Hawhee 
explain that kairos “points to the situatedness of 
arguments in time and place and the way an 
argument’s sustainability depends on the particulars 
of a given rhetorical situation” (48).



Recognizing the Social Moment



Kairotic knowledge prepares students to recognize and adapt to change.



Thinking About Change

• What meanings and definitions do we have for the word change?


• What metaphors do we use to represent change?


• What feelings do we have about change? How do we experience 
different kinds of changes?









Adapting to Change



“Aftermaths” by Tommy Orange



Crowley and Hawhee note how certain cultural experiences or historical 
events “open a kairotic moment” (48).

Why Now?



Seizing the Moment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NN3gsSf-Ys

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NN3gsSf-Ys


“The Night Prince Walked on Water”  
by Hanif Abdurraqib



The Time Is Now: Appealing to Kairos

“As powerful and inevitable as the tech giants seem, we 
are very much in time to reform the data ecosystem. 
Many parts of the economy have not been digitized. In 
the West, before the corona-virus pandemic, only a tenth 
of retail sales happened online, and around a fifth of 
computing workloads were in the cloud. The pandemic 
pushed us further into the digital realm. We have to be 
careful. If we allow tech giants to continue expanding 
without setting strict rules for what they can turn into 
data and what they can do with that data, soon it will be 
too late. The time to act is now.” (Veliz 173)





Advocates say the K-12 curriculum has not kept pace with rapid changes in technology. Studies show 
many children spend hours every day online but struggle to comprehend the content that comes at them.

For years, they have pushed schools to incorporate media literacy — including the ability to evaluate 
and analyze sources of information — into lesson plans in civics, language arts, science and other 
subjects.

Their efforts started getting traction after the 2016 presidential election, which highlighted how even 
many adults can be fooled by false and misleading content peddled by agenda-driven domestic and 
foreign sources.

“Five years ago, it was difficult to get people to understand what we were doing and what we wanted to 
see happen in education and the skills students needed to learn,” said Michelle Ciulla Lipkin, executive 
director of the National Association for Media Literacy Education. “Now there is no question about the 
vitalness of this in classrooms.”

“Spread of Fake News Prompts Literacy Efforts in Schools”  Ryan J. Foley (AP)





Navigating & Leading Change

“…a rhetorical situation is a situation where 
a speaker or writer sees a need to change 
reality and sees that the change may be 
effected through rhetorical discourse” 
(Grant-Davie )



Kairos & Transfer

• Time


• Place


• Context


• Opportunity



“our use of past learning when learning something new and the application 
of that learning to both similar and new situations”

—Educational psychologist Robert E. Haskell 

What is transfer of learning?



Transfer of Learning

From Future Wise by David N. Perkins: 

“Transfer means that the learner acquires knowledge and skills 
in one setting and carries them over to other settings that may 
be very different [...]” (2014, 111) (original emphasis).



Transfer of Learning



Iterative Nature of Learning for Transfer

“The act of connecting and 
transferring our understanding of 
concepts to new situations serves 
as a way to practice and apply 
what we’ve learned over time” 
(Stern et al. 236).







Recognizing Opportunities for Transfer



Repurposing Learning



Transfer as Transformation



Repurposing Assets



5. The quality or fact of being able to recover quickly or easily from, or resist 
being affected by, a misfortune, shock, illness, etc.; robustness; adaptability. 

(OED)
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ERWC News and Events 
Check the 
ERWC 
Community 
Site to See 
What is 
Happening 
with ERWC.

https://www.writing.csusuccess.org/


Save The Dates! 

ERWC Spring Webinars 
March 23, 2022: Nelson Graff (Discussion 
Protocols)

April 20, 2022: Maneka Brooks (Improving 
Literacy Instruction for Long-Term 
English Learners in Secondary 
Education)

May 12, 2022: Jennifer Fletcher and 
Jonathon Medeiros (Title or topic) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E


Save The Dates! 

ERWC Literacy 
Conference 

Southern Cal: June 21-22 (Tues/Wed) 
Pomona
Northern Cal: June 27-28 (Mon/Tues)  
San Jose



ERWC 3.0 Professional Learning Workshops 

Read More About Both Options 

ERWC 3.0 Introductory Professional 
Learning Workshops (For ERWC 
Certification - Teachers New to ERWC) 

ERWC 3.0 Update Professional 
Learning Workshops (For ERWC 
Certified Teachers Only)

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fihZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E
https://www.writing.csusuccess.org/


Stay Connected with ERWC
ERWC Blog Social Media 

#ERWC 
@CSU_ERWC

https://erwc.blog/
https://linktr.ee/CSUERWC
https://erwc.blog/


Mini-Module 
Student 
Readers 
Can Now Be 
Purchased!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/17mQJYh_2BjG-bPq6lpp102YHsQl-d4ZS/view?usp=sharingsites/default/files/ERWC%203.0%20Mini-Module%20Student%20Reader%20Order%20Form.pdfhZnfZXU82-wMnv0imyzDXaD107RP8E

